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About This Game

Protect your settlement from bloodthirsty barbarians!

At your disposal will be archers and mages. You can also build obstacles.

The main feature of the game is the complete control of all towers. You can turn them in the right directions, give them
protection and weapons. You can also improve the radius of damage.
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my little nieces love the first game, when they see and play this game for a little bit, they amazed O_o

in my opinion, yeah, this game easily surpass the first game. This game looks good and has good sfx and soundtrack but lack of
actual gameplay. Just 3 different forms of obstacle racing. Also easily causes vr motion sickness.. Both DLCs for remastered
AoE II deserve praise for bringing interesting factions to the roster, and each with its own campaign.. i liked this comic a lot i
had fun reading it ,it's like the storyline of the game but then in a comic and i can't wait for part 2. Whilst this game may not
look very.... impressive, playing in-game provides a rather fun experience. It's a casual, easy(ish) to pick up bowling game, with
powerups and all.
Different game types - whilst they not vary too much, still provide a nice amount of variety in terms of gameplay.
Where I say ish in terms of the ability to pick it up, the controls at first seem rather wonky, and as my younger cousin says "Can
I turn down the mouse?"
After you learn the controls, which aren't really hard to learn at all, it is overall a fun game and worth the buy, although only if
you have additional person to play aswell.. Very intense! There are a variety of weapons, mostly melee but with throwables and
bows too. In addition, the weapons have special abilities such as sending a wave of fire or an exploding throwing knife. You can
change the weapons quickly with the trackpad to change playstyle.

There are some RPG elements included such as levels, attributes, money to buy weapons and so on.

It looks like Dynasty Warriors, but it plays nothing like it. You may take on a few enemies at once, but you won't be smashing a
thousand or so per level out of your way like nothing.
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Nice game bob, but I think you accidentally made it impossible to beat.. This Game is a failure.. it could be really enjoyable
cause the idea is interesting, but due to some bad aspects & controls, i give it a thumb down.

+:
*some great ideas
*not bad graphics
*simple to handle

-:
*game very short
*controls are SO bad, this is the biggest problem! you can control your munions, their direction, where they have build stuff,
where they have to go, can be painful when you need ressources and your minion have to do the whole map to bring it back to
his associated building..
*Poor content, fade levels, few materials and things to do..
*Repetitive quickly, all missions require you to destroy the enemy "Base", and the only way is your soldiers, and for this go for
40min for something you can beat in 10min CAUSE YOU CAN'T CONTROL THEM. they fight useless ennemies, destroy
secondary buildings, and can die easily VS a normal units / farmers..
*can be finished 100% (the only reason i keep playing it) but will take a good (huge) amount of time in the same levels cause
back to the 1st point, the game is short, so you have to play the same levels again and again...
*noticed some bugs for example you try to Flat a land but it do the contrary or in the wrong way, also couple of times in the
same level i use my powers but doesnt affect the ennemy buildings or even damage the land...

I DON'T RECOMMEND IT unless you want to try to 100% the game in less than 10hrs (if you are lucky). you play as newbie
little witch who falls into time loop so that u can train your skills for years and get lvl 999 while being in day 1 of summer
vacation
10/10 would become badass in one day again. Pretty great game once you get over the nausea, disorientation, and mind screw.
The music is very fitting and adds to the unsettling atmosphere. It also has some educational value - now I intuitvely understand
what is a horocycle and a hypercycle, and can spot these on the Poincaré disk model. I also know how to evade monsters by
using ultraparallel lines on a heptagonal tiling.

My only complaint is that the graphics looks like something drawn by a 5 year old.. Just bought the early access game as I
missed the Kickstarter campaign. I have to say, while it shows it's early access yet, it is a solid game. I have especially good news
for those, who don't have too much time to play, but still want a satisfying experience as the engagements don't take ages to
complete, and identifying what to do and how is self explanatory (take objectives, kill the enemy). Still it is a fresh take on the
WWII multiplayer genre while it also goes back to its roots (the games like Day of Defeat). The action is well paced, the
weapons are very well modelled and their handling is in my opinion among the best when it comes to historical authenticity. The
developers focused on the British action on and around D-Day, and this (finally) breathes new life into the genre as (besides
Pegasus bridge maybe) you rarely saw the locations and units presented in Vanguard: Normand 1944. Currently server
population is a mixed bag, if you are lucky you can join a server with many players, or the server slowly attracts more people,
but in this stage it is perfectly normal. I hope some kind of bot support would be made as that could provide more options online
and even offline. All in all, I'm glad that Vanguard got into early access status and I recommend it to anyone who liked Day of
Defeat or plays Day of Infamy. Even in early access it is a very enjoyable game.. If you've played Zoo Tycoon...
Expect something like that but very watered down. And slow.
it only dissappoints if your expectations are high. If they are based only on what you see, it is solid, maybed even decent.
I only select 'rec' because 'ambivalent' is not an option. It is exactly what it advertises, and not a hair more.. Unfortunately, I
cannot recommend this game. I have put in only a small amount of time, but I have the impression that it is going nowhere. In
one conversation, the word "Joint" was said over and over again and really reflects upon poor writing. In my opinion, a game of
this nature requires quality voice acting and script writing. Both were lacking here.
Untimately, this game didnt hold my attention. The music and atmosphere was excellent, however.. The control is a joke. you
need special software to play. you can figure it out but you should not have to. no multiplayer which means the co op does not
work either. maybe if you had a old 98-xp maxhine it might work but why bother. xbox sell it cheaper and no issues .
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